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RFD 1, Ellsworth,Me. 
June 24, 1976 

Dear Mr. Weisberg, 
Thanks again for all your help in our phone conversation. Being 

up here in Maine and not being financially able to skip around the 
country digging up facts, it is very difficult to try to get all the 
available information straight - and I want to be accurate. 

Hah! Just called the local radio station which does interviews 
with garden clubbers and librarians and asked to be on with the JFK 
facts before the League meeting on it. She stays away from"hard core" 
issues and has to check with the producer on it There'll be a hassle 
if he decides in the negatives 

Am sorry there is so much conflict among the critics - wish there 
was a concertet effort - think more could be accomplished that way. 

About Lovelady - If he was willing to have his pic taken with his 
shirt on, he must know that the man he identified as himself in the 
Altgens pic is not himself. Did he rescind his earlier statements? 

Do you think any university would underwrite the costs of a 
comparison of shirts? How about a photography company - Kodak, 
Polaroid? Think there must be a way to get this done. In the same vein, 
photoanalysis of the man himself and comparisons of that and Oswald 
and Lovelady would be useful - maybe conclusive. This is another 
approach, but I think it is valid, if it could be done properly. 

CONTINUED GOODLUCK in your work and getting the message out. 
Your hard work is appreciated and will be more so in the future, I'm sure. 

Guess what? No dice on the interview. I really have a difficult 
time believing this. It's "not in the public interest"! I offered to 
present the evidence to him and assured him I didn't have a chat with 
"Saul", the assassin, and wasn't a kook. He "could think of few things" 
he "was less interested in". Have you run into this? How do you handle 
it? I'm going to send to my Congressmen for any pertinent FCC rules 
and see if something can be done. Shades of Nazi Germany - this guy 
can decide that the JFK coverup is not in the public interest to 
examine, before looking at the facts. Just like the Warren Commission! 
Wonder if the majority will awake in time to prevent the total 
destruction of our "freedoms". 
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Dear Ms. Garnett, 

Thanks for the thoughtfulness of the stamped envelope. 

YoUr letter to Senatord excellent. 

Ray situation' uncertain, unclear. 

Your radio experience is tYpioal. Don't be turned off and don't even 
bee your sense of outrage. 

There is so simple explanation nor one that fits all circumstances but 
your station is like most and the papers are no better. 

You are doing what you can. One can 't do more. 

If and when enough others do the situation will change and the country 
will be better off for it. 

Thanks and best wi;:hes, 
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